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Abs traa 

The automatic interpretation of time-varying 
5 c en e s requires s ymbo.1 I c descriptions of the 
.imayes in a sequence. Symbolic descriptions can 
be formalized by rela trona.1 structures. 
x epresen tiny properties of symbols and 
1 ela tionships between symbols. Two tasks are 
essential for the Interpretation of image 
sequences: 

* brouping 0 f primitive symbols into object 
descrrptions. 

* Establishing the correspondence relationship 
between symbols and objects from subsequent 

images In the scene. 

Jhi s paper introduces a dedicated database 

management system, specialized in storing and 
retrieving relational structures. It is 

especially designed to support the retrieval of 
inexact matching structures which are likely to 

occure when comparing images. The database runs 

on a separate processor embedded in a local 
minicomputer network. 

This project is supported by the “Deutsche 
forschungsgemernschaft”. 

Jntroduction 

The analysis of real -world time-varying Imagery 

yenera tes such an amount of lmaye describing 
data structures, that their systematic 

management with the help of a database becomes 

mandatory. Usually, a symbolic description of 
each image is resultrng from some kind of a 

segmentation process. Primitive symbols such as 

regions, boundary segments, points etc. are 
yrouped together into object and scene models. 

This grouping can be guided by a -priori 
know1 edge, formulated by specifying prototypes 
Cl f objects and scenes, e.g. -following the 

paradigm of hierarchical synthesis Tll [.?I. 
Moreover, in image sequence analysis a basic 

relationship between symbols and objects from 
different images has to be computed, the 

correspondence relation. Correspondence between 

and grouping of symbols are prerequisites for 
image sequence understanding. 
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The association of symbols with their properties 
and the inter-symbol relationships (geometrical. 

hierarchical, correspondence, . ..I are 

formalized as re1.a tions. Re.lat.ronal structures 
are collections o,f tuples from those re1.a tions 

which describe a distinct entity, e.g. an ob;lect 
model f31. Instantiation nf objects, given a 
prototype as a relational structure, or the 
comparison of image descriptions .Ln order to 
establish correspondence between symbols, can be 

understood as a matching of relational 
structures. In real-world scenes, this matching 

.is usual.ly inexact and incomplete. 

Image sequence anal.ysis will benefr t from d 

database system if It supports the storage of 

relational structures (cf. the entity- 
relationship model C41) and the retrieval of 
relational structures which match a given 
template most closely. We call this kind of 

retrieval “Query by Structure Example” iQSE). 

QSE is a query scheme for an application program 
which interacts via a message interface with the 
database system. The database sys t.em interacts 
on1 y with application programs and does not 
support a dialogue with a human user. Three 

properties of the database system are essentla3 

.in this application context. 

Since scenes and objects may vary from frame 
to frame, the database system should be able 

to retrieve relational structures which are 
completely specified only at runtime. 

The database system should be able to retrieve 
relational structures which are similar to an 

example structure (which describes e.g. an 

object prototype) in that respect that symbol 

properties do not match exactly the specified 

ones. 

Furthermore, even structural dissimilarities 
should be tolerated; e.g. when an object 

becomes partially occluded in the scene, a 

part of its prototype structure is left 
unmatched. 

If scenes, prototypes, images, objects, etc. are 
formally described by relational structures, 

such an inexact and incomplete query can be 
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regarded as the soarch for a mapping between two 
relational structures - one presented to the 
database SYStom as a query structure by the 
apPlicPtiOn Program at runtime, the other being 
a candidate from the database. Those mappings 
are called RS-morphisms and are specified with 
respect to tltei~ tolerance. RS-isomorphisms 
J equl re structural identity, RS-monomorphisms 
identify a substructure within a larger 
structure. and RS-comorphisms map maximal 
isomorphic parts: within both structures. 

structures 

A relational structure (RS) is defined as a 

tuple W = lC,rR,, . , . ,Rn>J where C contains 

symbol identifiers and attribute values, and R 
i 

are tJ -ary relations on C. The RS forms a 

network of Ri -tuples where relationships between 

symbols are expressed by referencing their 
jdentiflers. 

The type of each R, is known in the dictionary 

of the database and is automatically checked by 
the database sys tern analysing the type 
declaratinns of the current application program. 
7he composition of H from R, -tuples is comletely 

left to the freedom of the application program 
where various RS’s will be formed during the 
progress of the Image analysis process. 

A RS, e.g. the symbolic description of an object 
‘line’ connecting two points in the image plane, 
may be regarded as a tuplr of a relation LINES 

which is in non-first-normal-form (NF2, see CSI 
161 f711. 

LINE 
TID START END LENGTH 

TID X Y TID X Y 

Ll 
Pl26P221 ’ 

here, components of the N? -relation LINES are 
tuples from the relation POINTS which IS already 
in first-normal-form ilNf1; the TJD IS a unique 
tuple identifier from which the remaining 
attrlbutes have full functronal dependency. The 

external NF’-scheme may be transformed Into the 
conceptual INF-scheme by decompose tion, e. 9. : 

LIES := rfrio, START.TID, EWD.IIDJILZNES~ and 

poZNTS := r~SlARl.l1D, SlARl.X, SlARl.YllLINESI 
ll r~LWD.llD, EIO.X, EIJD.Y]fLZffES). 

A query is that process which matches an example 
structure - provided by the application program 
- with structures stored rn the database by 
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computing appropriate RS-morphisms. 

Let us consider a RS #’ = K’,tR, ‘, . . ,Rn ‘>J 
homologous to n. The set C - as well as C’ - can 
be decomposed into two subsets CS and CA of 
symbol identifiers and attribute values, resp. 
The RS-homomorphism is composed of submappings 
that are restricted as follows. Tuples of a 
relation .in n can only be mapped to their 
homologous count*rparts in N’. In the same way 
symbol identifiers in CS are only mapped to 
corresponding symbol identifiers in CS’. 

Q~ : RI -+ Rig i=f,...,n 

Qsk 
i: Sk -+ CS,’ k=l,...,m 

ror the attribute values occurring in the 
relation R, appropriate compatibility functions 

$: CA” CA ’ + fU,fl i=l,...,n 

are defined which decide if a mapping of two 
tuples is allowed with respect to their 
attribute value components and a chosen 
threshold or. 

The RS-homomorphism is defined as a triple 

(Qs. Q,, . eQ,. Depending on the properties of the 

submappings, we distinguish the following types 
of RS-homomorphisms: 

I An RS-monomorphism Q: # -* n’ is an 
RS-homomorphism with one-one submappings. 

I An RS-isnmorphism Q: n -+ )(’ is an 
RS -monomvrph.i sm with one-to-one submappings. 
Thus, there is an inverse RS-monomorphism 

-1 
Q : n’-n. 

l An RS-comorphism (0: n -+ IJ’ is an 
RS-isomorphism between maximal substructures 
of W and N’. 

RS-morphi sms can be computed by searching 
rllques in a compatibilrty graph 181 whose nodes 
are assigned pairs of tuples r and r’ from R, 

and Ri *, resp., where gi fr,r’l>R.. Its arcs 
L 

connect those nodes which are compatible 
according to the chosen RS-morphism. When a 
query-RS is transmitted to the database system 
the compatibility graph is formed and the search 
for cliques is started. Maximal cliques in this 

graph are interpreted as the best matches 
between the query-RS and the RS’s in the 
database. Each matched RS is returned to the 
application program. 

OSE follows in some analogy the lines of ORE l97 
and QgE IIOJ with the important exception that 
the database system does not prompt a user with 
a template of one or more relations. In QSE the 
application program supplies such a template as 
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a data structure to the database sys tern, and 
specifies the kind of transaction to be 
performed together with the kind of @S-morphism 
if the transaction includes a search. 

As an example. a description of an Image. stored 
in the database, consists of a triangle 

IP1.11.PZ,L2.P3,L31 
Y and a point PI. The 

6” 
P1 .P4 

b 

application program 
may be interested to 

L3 
check, if there is a 

Ll 
line from point P2 
to the pornt wrth 
coordinates x=7 and 

I-- P2 L2 P3 
y=l. It fills thrs 
information in an 

1 I empty tuple and 

2 7 x requests an 
RS-isomorphism. The 
database system 

returns the desrred information about the line 
12. 

Even if an endpoint of a line is not exactly 
known as in the request for a line between x=8, 
y=2 and PI. the returned information will 
indicate a line between a near point P3 and PI. 

This is possible because the RS-rsomorphism can 
he adjusted to tolerate differences in attribute 
values. In order to tolerate even missing 
structures as in the request to find a line 
hetween P4 and P2. an RS-comorphism has to be 

speci f 1 ed for the match. Only the rnformation 
about P2 and P4 is then returned Ian 
RS-isomorphism would have returned an empty 
answer). 

An application program should be able to present 

any structure as a template to the database 
system, e.g. when comparing two a priori unknown 
image structures of a sequence. This flexibility 
is achieved by allowing the programmer to 
compose the structure from INF-relations (which 
with respect to the database system can be 
handled by conventional methods IZZJJ. The link 
between the INF- tuples .i s done in the 
application program be references between a 
TZD-subfield of one tuple to the appropriate 
variable which holds the referenced tuple. 

. 
LINE 
Tm ISTART p 1 END p ILENGTH 

/ I 

The references are expressed as access type 
subfields in Ada, the current application 
Janguage in our image processing network. 

1YPE point IS RECORD TYPE linc*lS RECORD 
tid : Byntcmkcy: tid : ryrtcekcy; 
x,y : coordinrtrr; rtart,cnd : ptr; 

END RECORD: EN0 RECORD; 

TYPE ptr IS ACCESS point; 

Identical values of reference variables are 
bound to identical TZD’s within the database 
system. On return, the database system inserts 
into the structure within the application 
program for referencing subfields of a tuple 
reference values, and for referenced tuples 
their TZD value. 

To operate on the query-RS formed as a network 
of referencing and referenced tuples, the 
database system accesses the type declarations 
of the involved relations Cl2J. Our Ada compiler 
transforms the application program into an 
intermediate language, called DIANA t13J. A 

ZANA representation is an attributed 
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nntwrk of descript:ve nodes which stores the 
complete information about the source program. 

From this netwo,r!f , the relevant type 
declaratrons are copied into the data dictionary 
of the database system, if new relations are to 

be rnscrted inte the database. Otherwise, only 
the user’s dcclarntions are compared with the 
data drc:tronary to ensure conformity. 

A datdbdse IransditiorI is described by a tagged 
record which i:. serrt via t. he sommuriica tion 
channel from an application program to the 
database processor. One field of the record is a 
var.~ant component which contains a reference to 
1. he RS involved, e.g. to a record of the type 
“line”. From the value of the tag-field, the 
database sys tern is able - with the help of the 

data dictionary - to recognize the relation 
“line”. From the stored declaration of the type 

” 1 i n e ” the second and third record components 
are identified as pointers to records of the 
type “point”. Xn this way, the database sys tern 
1s able to visit all tupJes of the given RS 
wh.ic.h can be reached via the supplied reference 
pointers. The database sys tern can access all 
.information in the RS which an application 
[Jrogram has supplied, and can store the result 
of a retrieval back into the same structure. 

This structure may be used in a cursor like 
fashion to obtain subsequent matches. 

Concludins Rmrks 

A prototype of the database system was completed 

last year. It was written in PASCAL and served 

to study the disk management and organisa tion, 
basic functions of the database system, and the 
communication interface between the database 
processor and the application programs in the 

network. Jhi s year, a first version is in 
progress which is written in Ada and will 
rnclude the automatic maintainance of the data 
dictionary by inspecting the DIANA structure of 
the application programs. 

The transfer of the search for objects and 

c-orrespondence in symbolic image descriptions 
from the application program to the database 

processor will remove a remarkable load from the 
application processors. A speedup of the total 
execution time is to be expected due to the 

parallel execution of databse actions and 

application programs. This is especially 
.important when experimenting with image 
sequences where a vast amount of data structures 
is generated, accessed and manipulated isee e.g. 
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